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ABSTRACT
A vehicle wheel assembly service system configured to
acquire measurements of the physical characteristics of a
vehicle wheel assembly such as during a vehicle wheel bal-
ancing procedure, with the functionality to obtain and utilize
a measurement of a vehicle wheel assembly offset or rear
spacing. The vehicle wheel assembly service system is con-
figured to display the wheel assembly offset or rear spacing
measurement to an operator, and optionally, to display guid-
ance and/or installation instructions to the operator associated
with the installation of the vehicle wheel assembly on a
vehicle. The displayed guidance and/or installation instruc-
tions may optionally include fitment information, vehicle
performance data, or vehicle braking data.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is related generally to vehicle wheel service equipment, and in particular, to vehicle wheel service equipment such as a vehicle wheel balancing system, which is configured to measure vehicle wheel assembly configurations, including size, offset, and rear spacing parameters.

A typical vehicle wheel assembly, such as shown in FIG. 1, may be described using a number of conventional measurements and features descriptions. These measurements include the rim diameter, the rim width, the offset, the backside setting (rear spacing), the caliper clearance, and the bolt circle. Common feature descriptions include the mounting pad, the center bore, the drop center, the rim bell, the safety humps (inner and outer), the bead seats (inner and outer), and the wheel weight contour or flanges (inner and outer). By providing various values for the conventional measurements and features of a vehicle wheel assembly, the general characteristics of the wheel assembly will be known.

Vehicle wheel assemblies, which consist of a tire mounted to a wheel rim, are manufactured and assembled in ever increasing varieties and configurations. Customized vehicles often replace the original equipment vehicle wheel assemblies with wheel assemblies having greater diameters, lower profile tires, and different offset measurements. Some of these changes are made by the vehicle owner for cosmetic purposes, while others are made for purposes of improving vehicle handling or performance characteristics. For example, very large tires mounted to smaller wheel rims are commonly added to off-road vehicles to facilitate low-speed movement over difficult terrain. Conversely, larger wheel rims combined with very low profile tires are often added to performance vehicles such as sports cars, to provide an increase in tire contact patch size and to improve high-speed vehicle performance or vehicle appearance in the eyes of the consumer.

When a vehicle wheel assembly which does not conform to a vehicle manufacturer's original specifications is installed on a vehicle, a number of fitment and vehicle handling problems can arise. For example, by increasing the overall outer diameter of the wheel assembly, either through the installation of a different profile tire on the wheel rim, and/or the use of a larger diameter wheel rim, interference can occur between the wheel assembly and vehicle structure. Similarly, if the wheel rim diameter is decreased, there may not be sufficient clearance for brake components installed on the wheel hub. Once measure which may have a significant effect on the fitment of a vehicle wheel assembly is the offset measurement.

As seen in FIGS. 1 and 2, the offset of a vehicle wheel assembly is the distance between the mounting pad surface and the centerline of the vehicle wheel rim, defined as the midpoint between the inner and outer rim edges. If the mounting pad is axially displaced towards the outside (i.e. street side) of the vehicle wheel assembly, it is referred to as a positive offset. Conversely, if the mounting pad is axially displaced towards the inside (i.e. vehicle centerline), it is referred to as a negative offset. A zero offset indicates the hub mounting surface is at the exact centerline of the rim. An alternative axial measurement associated with the mounting pad is known as the rear or back spacing, and is defined as the distance between the inner rim edge and the mounting pad surface. In the case of a wheel having a zero offset, the rear or back spacing would be equal to ½ the rim width (plus the thickness of the inboard flange on the rim). Offset is usually measured in millimeters (mm) and often has the designation “ET” added to the offset measurement, for example, a 19 mm offset may be listed as ET19. Note that offset and backspacing are related but measured at slightly different points.

Given the structure of most vehicle wheel assemblies, manual measurement of the offset is complicated and often inaccurate, requiring a measurement of the rim width, identification of the wheel rim centerline, and a measurement of the displacement of the mounting pad from the calculated wheel rim centerline.

Accordingly, it would be advantageous to provide a vehicle wheel assembly service system, such as a vehicle wheel balancer system or a vehicle wheel tire changing system, with the functionality necessary to measure the offset or rear spacing of a vehicle wheel assembly, and to display to an operator associated with a vehicle assembly parameters. It would be further advantageous to provide a vehicle assembly system with the functionality to utilize measured vehicle wheel assembly offset or rear spacing information, with or without other vehicle assembly parameters, to provide an operator with guidance and/or instruction regarding the installation of the vehicle wheel assembly on a specific type of vehicle. It would be further advantageous to provide the aforementioned functionality in a vehicle wheel assembly service system which is configured to acquire measurements of the physical characteristics of a vehicle wheel assembly, such as a vehicle wheel balancing or vehicle wheel tire changing procedure.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Briefly stated, the present disclosure provides a vehicle wheel assembly service system with the functionality necessary to facilitate measurement of one or more axial displacement parameters associated with the mounting pad of a vehicle wheel assembly, such as the offset or rear spacing of the vehicle wheel assembly.

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a vehicle wheel assembly service system with the functionality to utilize measured vehicle wheel assembly axial displacement parameters associated with the wheel assembly mounting pad, with or without other vehicle wheel assembly parameters, to provide an operator with guidance and/or instruction regarding the installation of the vehicle wheel assembly on a specific type of vehicle.

An embodiment of the present disclosure provides a vehicle wheel balancer system, which is configured to acquire measurements of the physical characteristics of a vehicle wheel assembly such as during a vehicle wheel balancing procedure, with the functionality to obtain and utilize a measurement of one or more axial displacement parameters asso-
associated with the mounting pad of a vehicle wheel assembly. The vehicle wheel balancer system is optionally configured to display the axial displacement parameters to an operator, and/or to display guidance and/or installation instructions to the operator associated with the installation of the vehicle wheel assembly on a vehicle. The displayed guidance and/or installation instructions may optionally include fitment information, vehicle performance data, or vehicle braking data.

A second embodiment of the present disclosure provides a vehicle tire changing system, which is configured to acquire measurements of the physical characteristics of a vehicle wheel assembly such as during a vehicle tire changing (mount/dismount) procedure, with the functionality to obtain and utilize a measurement of one or more axial displacement parameters associated with the mounting pad of a vehicle wheel assembly. The vehicle wheel tire changing system is optionally configured to display the wheel assembly axial displacement parameters to an operator, and/or to display guidance and/or installation instructions to the operator associated with the installation of the vehicle wheel assembly on a vehicle. The displayed guidance and/or installation instructions may optionally include fitment information, vehicle performance data, or vehicle braking data.

The foregoing features, and advantages set forth in the present disclosure as well as presently preferred embodiments will become more apparent from the reading of the following description in connection with the accompanying drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS**

In the accompanying drawings which form part of the specification:

FIG. 1 is a cross section illustration of a vehicle wheel assembly identifying conventional nomenclature;

FIG. 2 is a series of sectional illustrations of various vehicle wheel assemblies having different offsets and rear spacing;

FIG. 3 is an illustration of a prior art vehicle wheel balancing system in operation during measurement of a vehicle wheel assembly rim dimensions;

FIG. 4 is an illustration of a vehicle wheel assembly mounted on a vehicle wheel balancer spindle, and identifies various dimensional measurements associated therewith; and

FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the steps in an exemplary method of the present invention.

Corresponding reference numerals indicate corresponding parts throughout the several figures of the drawings. It is to be understood that the drawings are for illustrating the concepts set forth in the present disclosure and are not to scale.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

The following detailed description illustrates the invention by way of example and not by way of limitation. The description enables one skilled in the art to make and use the present disclosure, and describes several embodiments, adaptations, variations, alternatives, and uses of the present disclosure, including what is presently believed to be the best mode of carrying out the present disclosure.

Turning to FIGS. 3 and 4, a vehicle wheel balancing system 300 is shown having features which are readily recognizable to one of ordinary skill in the art. The vehicle wheel balancing system consists generally of a console 302 and a spindle shaft 306. The spindle shaft 306 is operatively coupled to drive motors and vibration sensors disposed within the console 302. One or more processing systems disposed within the housing control the operation of the drive motors, and receive signals from the vibration sensors for display of vehicle wheel imbalance characteristics to an operator on an associated display console 304. The display console 304 is further utilized to interact with an operator and may incorporate or be associated with various input devices such as keys, knobs, or touch-screens.

During operation, a vehicle wheel assembly 318 undergoing measurement and imbalance correction procedures is mounted to the spindle shaft 306 by sliding the wheel assembly 318 along the shaft until the vehicle wheel assembly mounting pad is abutting a spindle face 308. The wheel assembly 318 is secured onto the spindle shaft 306 against the spindle face 308 by various conventional clamping mechanisms which are well known to those of ordinary skill in the art. The spindle face 308 is disposed at a known axial position along the spindle shaft 306, providing a determinable axial position for the vehicle wheel assembly mounting pad.

The vehicle wheel balancing system 300 further includes means for measuring the axial displacement of points on the inner 314 and outer 316 wheel rim surfaces along the axis of the spindle shaft 306. As shown in FIGS. 3 and 4, these measurement means may include mechanical arms 310, 312 which are physically moved into contact with the inner 314 and outer 316 wheel rim surfaces. Movement of the mechanical arms 310, 312 relative to the axis of the spindle shaft 306 is observed by suitable sensors, and conveyed to the processing system of the vehicle wheel balancer 300, providing measurement data associated with the position of each wheel rim surface 314, 316. If the vehicle wheel assembly 318 is rotated about the axis of the spindle shaft 306 while a series of axial position measurements are acquired by the measurement means, circumferential profiles of the inner 314 and outer 316 wheel rim surfaces may be generated, providing measures of wheel rim width, wheel rim runout, and wheel rim defects. It will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art that the mechanical means for providing measurements associated with the wheel rim surfaces 314, 316 may be replaced by non-contact measurement means, such as optical imaging systems or acoustical measurement systems.

In one embodiment of the present invention, the processing system of the vehicle wheel balancer 300 is configured to utilize measurements which identify the axial positions of the inner and outer wheel rim edges 314A and 316A of the inner and outer wheel rim surfaces 314, 316 of the vehicle wheel assembly 318, in combination with the known axial position of the spindle face 308, to identify a rear spacing measurement associated with a vehicle wheel assembly 318 mounted on the spindle shaft 306.

In an alternate embodiment of the present invention, the processing system of the vehicle wheel balancer 300 is configured to utilize measurements which identify the axial position of the inner wheel rim edge 314A of the inner wheel rim surface 314 of the vehicle wheel assembly 318, in combination with the known axial position of the spindle face 308, to identify a rear spacing measurement associated with a vehicle wheel assembly 318 mounted on the spindle shaft 306.

The processing system may be configured to access data associated with wheel assembly clearances for one or more vehicles, and to compare measured characteristic of a vehicle wheel assembly, including the determined offset or rear spacing measurement, with the stored data associated with a vehicle identified by an operator to determine if the vehicle wheel assembly will encounter clearance problems upon installation on the identified vehicle (i.e. if a particular combination of wheel assembly offset, width, and tire size will rub
or interfere with the vehicle body, or if sufficient clearance will be provided for vehicle brake and suspension components). The accessed data may be entered manually by an operator, or retrieved from a database of stored vehicle specifications. The processing system may be configured to identify alternative vehicle wheel assembly configurations for installation on the identified vehicle, or required modifications to the identified vehicle for fitment of the current vehicle wheel assembly. These identified modifications may include the installation of one or more spacer components to the vehicle or wheel.

Optionally, the processing system may be configured to access the stored data associated with the identified vehicle to provide the operator with information related to the effects of installing the vehicle wheel assembly on the vehicle. The information may include, but is not limited to, variation in vehicle braking performance, variation in vehicle handling performance (including induced inaccuracy in speedometer and odometer readings), changes in vehicle appearance (i.e., wheel profiles, the amount of wheel projection past the vehicle fenders, etc.), and changes in vehicle configuration (i.e., body roll, body height, vehicle center of gravity, etc.).

The processing system may be configured to access stored data associated with original equipment manufacturer (OEM) wheel assembly configurations for a plurality of vehicles, and to compare measured characteristics of a vehicle wheel assembly mounted to the spindle with the stored data associated with a vehicle identified by an operator to determine if the vehicle wheel assembly is an OEM configuration for the identified vehicle.

In an alternate embodiment, the processing system may be configured to acquire measurements associated with a vehicle wheel which has been removed from a vehicle, store those measurements, and then to utilize the stored measurements to determine if a replacement wheel assembly, having different dimension, will properly fit on the vehicle and/or how the replacement wheel will effect the operating characteristics of the vehicle.

An exemplary procedure for operating a vehicle wheel balancer system 300 or other vehicle wheel assembly service system configured to implement the functionality of the present invention for determining axial displacements such as offset or back spacing for a wheel assembly mounting pad is illustrated in FIG. 5, and may utilize the following steps:

First, a vehicle wheel assembly 318, consisting of a wheel rim and mounted tire, is mounted to a spindle shaft 306 in a conventional manner which seats the wheel assembly mounting pad against a spindle face 308 of the shaft 306 (Box 500). Measurements of the wheel assembly dimensions, and which may include or more of the tire diameter, tire foot print width, wheel assembly rim flange width, and wheel assembly rim flange diameter, are acquired and input to the processing system of the vehicle wheel balancer 300 (Box 502). These measurements may be acquired through the use of data acquisition components 310, 312 associated with the vehicle wheel balancer system 300, or may be entered manually by an operator. Using the input measurements, together with the known position of the spindle face 308 on the rotating shaft 308, the processing system determines one or more axial displacements associated with the mounting pad, such as wheel back spacing or offset.

If the operator is considering the placement of oversize (Plus size) wheel assembly configurations on a vehicle, the operator may identify to the processing system wheel diameter and width clearance limitations associated with the vehicle, or alternatively, may instruct the processing system to utilize a database of stored information to retrieve wheel clearance limitation values for a selected vehicle (Box 504). Next, the operator selects the oversize (Plus size) of the wheel assembly configuration which is desired to be installed on the vehicle, either by direct input or by selection from a database of available sizes (Box 506).

Following the selection of the oversize (Plus size) of wheel assembly which is desired to be installed on the vehicle, the processing system calculates and displays to the operator a wheel assembly offset or back spacing measurement required for fitment of the selected oversize wheel assembly to the identified vehicle (Box 508). Additional information such as overhang to the outside and new tire diameter measurements which are associated with the selected oversize wheel assembly at the calculated offset measurement may be determined and displayed by the processing system.

A second exemplary procedure for operating a vehicle wheel balancer system of the present disclosure requires the operator to provide measurements associated with the clearance of a current vehicle wheel assembly on a vehicle to the processing system. Utilizing the provided measurements, the processing system is configured to identify alternative vehicle wheel assembly configurations which will fit the vehicle, based on wheel assembly width and diameter as determined from a database of available vehicle wheel assembly sizes (Box 510). Alternatively, if no database is available, the vehicle wheel balancer system may optionally provide an identification of calculated wheel assembly configurations which may fit the vehicle.

Those of ordinary skill will recognize that the functionality of the present invention for determining axial displacements such as offset or back spacing for a wheel assembly mounting pad disposed against the spindle face of a spindle shaft may be incorporated into a wide range of vehicle service applications, and that such determined axial displacements may be utilized in a wide range of applications which include, but are not limited to, display to an operator, communication to other vehicle service devices, storage in an electronic memory for subsequent recall, and determination of wheel assembly fits and vehicle handling characteristics.

The present disclosure can be embodied in the form of computer-implemented processes and apparatuses for practicing those processes. The present disclosure can also be embodied in the form of computer program code containing instructions embodied in tangible media, such as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, hard drives, or an other computer readable storage medium, wherein, when the computer program code is loaded into, and executed by, an electronic device such as a computer, microprocessor or logic circuit, the device becomes an apparatus for practicing the present disclosure.

The present disclosure can also be embodied in the form of computer program code, for example, whether stored in a storage medium, loaded into and/or executed by a computer, or transmitted over some transmission medium, such as over electrical wiring or cabling, through fiber optics, or via electromagnetic radiation, wherein, when the computer program code is loaded into and executed by a computer, the computer becomes an apparatus for practicing the present disclosure.

When implemented in a general-purpose microprocessor, the computer program code segments configure the microprocessor to create escape logic circuits.

As various changes could be made in the above constructions without departing from the scope of the disclosure, it is intended that all matter contained within the above description or shown in the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense.
The invention claimed is:

1. An improved vehicle wheel assembly service system having a spindle shaft for receiving, at a spindle face with a known axial location, a wheel rim of a vehicle wheel assembly, and a processing system configured to receive measurement data associated with a wheel rim mounted against the spindle face on the spindle shaft, the improvement comprising:

the processing system configured to utilize the received measurement data and the known axial location of said spindle face to determine a wheel rim axial displacement associated with a mounting pad surface of the wheel rim mounted against the spindle face.

2. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said determined wheel rim axial displacement associated with said mounting pad of the vehicle wheel assembly is a wheel assembly rear spacing measured between an axial position of an inner edge of the wheel rim and an axial position of the mounting pad surface.

3. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said determined wheel rim axial displacement associated with said mounting pad of the vehicle wheel assembly is a wheel assembly offset measured between a wheel rim axial center plane and the mounting pad surface.

4. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 3 wherein said received measurement data includes an axial location of an outer wheel rim, and an axial location of an inner wheel rim.

5. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said determined wheel rim axial displacement to identify at least one alternative vehicle wheel assembly configuration.

6. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said processing system is configured to provide a display of said determined wheel rim axial displacement.

7. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said processing system is configured to utilize said determined wheel rim axial displacement in combination with vehicle-specific data to identify at least one fitment parameter for installation of said vehicle wheel assembly on a vehicle.

8. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 7 wherein said vehicle-specific data is provided by an operator.

9. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 7 wherein said vehicle-specific data is obtained from a database.

10. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 7 wherein said at least one fitment parameter includes a measure of clearance between the vehicle wheel assembly and a component of said vehicle.

11. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said processing system is configured to store said determined wheel rim axial displacement from a first vehicle wheel assembly; and

wherein said processing system is further configured to utilize said stored wheel rim axial displacement to determine if a second vehicle wheel assembly having a different configuration from said first vehicle wheel assembly is a suitable replacement for said first vehicle wheel assembly.

12. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said vehicle wheel assembly service system in a vehicle wheel balancing system, and wherein said processing system is configured with instruction code for carrying out vehicle wheel assembly balancing procedures.

13. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 1 wherein said vehicle wheel assembly service system is a tire changing system, and wherein said processing system is configured with instruction code for carrying out vehicle wheel assembly tire changing operations.

14. An improved vehicle wheel assembly service system having a processing system configured to receive measurement data associated with a vehicle wheel assembly mounted against a spindle face on a spindle shaft, the improvement comprising:

the processing system configured to utilize the received measurement data and a known axial location of said spindle face to determine an axial displacement associated with the mounting pad of the vehicle wheel assembly mounted against the spindle face; wherein said received measurement data includes a measure of wheel assembly radius; and wherein said processing system is configured to determine at least one brake force parameter associated with the vehicle wheel assembly.

15. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 14 wherein said processing system is configured to determine a change in said at least one brake force parameter from a determined brake force parameter associated with a second vehicle wheel assembly having a different configuration from said vehicle wheel assembly.

16. The improved vehicle wheel assembly service system of claim 15 wherein said processing system is configured to provide a display of said determined change in said at least one brake force parameter.

17. A method for measuring a vehicle wheel assembly including a wheel rim, comprising:

mounting said wheel rim to a spindle of a vehicle wheel assembly system by positioning a mounting pad of said wheel rim against a face of said spindle; said spindle having an axis of rotation and said face of said spindle having a known axial position along said axis of rotation;

identifying an axial position along said axis of rotation associated with at least one rim edge of the wheel rim; determining within the wheel rim, a measure of axial displacement associated with said mounting pad of the wheel rim mounted against the spindle face, utilizing said identified axial position of said at least one rim edge together with said known axial position of the spindle face.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein said at least one rim edge is an inboard rim edge; and

wherein said determined measure of axial displacement associated with said mounting pad is a measure of rear spacing of the vehicle wheel assembly.

19. The method of claim 17 further including the step of utilizing said determined displacement associated with the vehicle wheel assembly mounting pad in combination with at least one vehicle clearance limitation to display a representation of at least one alternate vehicle wheel assembly configuration which fits within said at least one vehicle clearance limitation.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein said at least one alternate vehicle wheel assembly configuration is retrieved from a database containing a plurality of vehicle wheel assembly configurations.

21. A method for measuring a vehicle wheel assembly mounted against a spindle face on a spindle of a vehicle wheel assembly service system, comprising:
identifying an axial position associated with at least one rim edge of the vehicle wheel assembly;
determining an axial displacement associated with a mounting pad of the vehicle wheel assembly mounted against the spindle face, utilizing said identified axial position together with a known axial position of the spindle face;
identifying a second axial position associated with a second rim edge of the vehicle wheel assembly;
determining an axial center for the vehicle wheel assembly utilizing said first and second identified axial positions; and
determining an offset of said mounting pad of the vehicle wheel assembly utilizing said determined axial center and said known axial position of the spindle face.

22. The method of claim 21 wherein at least one of said identified axial positions is provided by an operator.

23. The method of claim 21 wherein at least one of said identified axial positions is acquired from data acquisition components associated with said vehicle wheel assembly service system.